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Since Last Time…

 Attempted to get faster automated flow rates through the stave core.

 Ran two different pump settings with -55C set fluid temperature

 Pset = 33 rps ,40 rps

 Caused interesting differences. Higher rps, added more friction causing the end 

temperature to be higher

 Look at average temperature along cooling pipe at green line
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Overall Time

 Three measurements were 

taken though only two 

were recorded fully with 

the camera.

 During all three tests the 

pressure at the stave core 

was under 250 psi during 

the run.
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Avg Temp of Inlet
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 This is the average 

temperature at the 

surface of the stave 

along the cooling 

pipe inlet

 Higher flow rate gives 

a higher equilibrium 

temperature and no 

major change in 

cooling rate



Slope of Avg Temp

 Seem to have a 
maximum change in 
temperature around 13 
C/s 

 Not much difference 
between the two 
measurements

 Both start level off by 
around 12 sec at their 
perspective 
temperatures, though it 
takes around 36 sec to 
get to their minimum 
temperatures.
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Conclusion

 Higher RPS gives us a greater flow rate, but at the same time it increases 

our minimum temperature

 No significant change in stave cooling time between 33rps and 40rps

 For a rough estimate on thermal shock cycling time it will take less than an 

hour per cycle with the stave core returning to around 18C near the 

in/outlets with ambient reheating of the stave core
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